Norway Memorial Library
February 2020 New Book List

Fiction

Adams, Ellery
– The Book of Candlelight
– The Whispered Word

Allende, Isabel – A Long Petal of the Sea
Bannalec, Jean-Luc – The Killing Tide
Benedict, Marie – Lady Clementine
Black, Benjamin – The Secret Guests
Blake, Toni – The Love We Keep
Bowen, Rhys – Above the Bay of Angels
Carr, Robyn – The Best of Us
Carr, Robyn – The Country Guesthouse
Chute, Carolyn – The Recipe for Revolution
Clayborn, Kate – Love Lettering
Dickson, Shirley – The Orphan Sisters
Dunnett, Kaitlyn – A View to a Kilt
Elgar, Emily – Grace is Gone
Elon, Emuna – House on Endless Waters
Fellowes, Jessica – The Mitford Scandal
Finder, Joseph – House on Fire
Fleischman, Raymond – How Quickly She Disappears
Fletcher, C.A. – A Boy and His Dog at the End of the World
Gardner, Lisa – See Me
Gilbert, Victoria – Bound for Murder
Graham, Scott
– Arches Enemy
– Yellowstone Standoff
– Yosemite Fall
Grant, Andrew – Too Close to Home
Hannah, Sophie – Perfect Little Children
Hurston, Zora Neale – Hitting a Straight Lick with a Crooked Stick
Hurwitz, Gregg – Into the Fire
Ide, Joe – Hi Five
Jen, Gish – The Resisters
Jimenez, Simon – The Vanished Birds
Jin, Meng – Little Gods
Jones, Tanen – The Better Liar
Kauffman, Donna – Under the Firefly Moon
Loren, Roni – The One For You
MacRae, Molly – Thistles and Thieves
Marsh, JJ – Honey Trap
Marwood, Alex – The Poison Garden
McCall Smith, Alexander – The Second-Worst Restaurant in France
Miller, Linda Lael – Country Strong
Moore, Liz – Long Bright River
Myers, Alex – Continental Divide
Napolitano, Ann – Dear Edward
Preston, Douglas – Crooked River
Quartey, Kwei – The Missing American
Rankin, Ian – Westwind
Reid, Kiley – Such a Fun Age
Robinson, Peter – Many Rivers to Cross
Ross, Barbara – Sealed Off
Shalvis, Jill – Almost Just Friends
Slaughter, Karin – Cleaning the Gold
Taylor, Brad – Hunter Killer
Todd, Charles – A Divided Loyalty
Tokarczuk, Olga – Drive Your Plow Over the Bones of the Dead
Walters, Damien Angelica – The Dead Girls Club
White, Randy Wayne – Salt River

Nonfiction
153.6 Murphy, Kate – You’re Not Listening: What You’re Missing and Why it Matters
158 Brach, Tara – Radical Compassion: Learning to Love Yourself and Your World with the Practice of RAIN
177 Ketteler, Judi – What I Lie to You? The Amazing Power of Being Honest in a World that Lies
179.7 Rehm, Diane – When My Time Comes: Conservations About Whether Those Who are Dying Should have the Right to Determine When Life Should End
305.8 Zucchino, David – Wilmington’s Lie: The Murderous Coup of 1898 and the Rise of White Supremacy
306.0973 Kristof, Nicholas D. – Tightrope: Americans Reaching for Hope
306.7 Orenstein, Peggy – Boys and Sex: Young Men on Hookups, Love, Porn, Consent, and Navigating the New Masculinity
306.76 Jackson, Richie – Gay Like Me: A Father Writes to His Son
306.874 McConville, Mark – Failure to Launch: Why Your Twentysomething Hasn’t Grown Up and What to do About It
320.973 Dionne, E. J., Jr. – Code Red: How Progressives and Moderates can Unite to Save Our Country
Wilson, Rick – Running Against the Devil: A Plot to Save America from Trump and Democrats from Themselves
331.89 McAlevey, Jane – A Collective bargain: Unions, Organizing, and the Fight for Democracy
Hay, Tina – Napkin Finance: Build Your Wealth in Thirty Seconds of Less
Krantz, Matt – Retirement Planning for Dummies
Kaplan, Fred – The Bomb: Presidents, Generals, and the Secret History of Nuclear War
Rosenau, William – Tonight We Bombed the U. S. Capitol: The Explosive Story of M19, America’s First Female Terrorist Group
Hammer, Joshua – The Falcon Thief: A True Tale of Adventure, Treachery, and the Hunt for the Perfect Bird
McCune, Sandra Luna – Must Know High School Trigonometry
Levitin, Daniel J. – Successful Aging: A Neuroscientist Explorer the Power and Potential of Our Lives
Ashton, Jennifer – The Self-Care Solution: A Year of Becoming Happier, Healthier, and Fitter – One Month at a Time
Masley, Steven – The Mediterranean Method: Your Complete Plan to Harness the Power of the Healthiest Diet on the Planet
Oliver, Jamie – Ultimate Veg
Martha Stewarts’s Organizing: The Manual for Bringing Order to Your Life, Home, and Routines
Draper, Deborah Riley – Olympic Pride, American Prejudice: The Untold Story of Eighteen African Americans Who Defied Jim Crow and Adolf Hitler to Compete in the 1936 Berlin Olympics
Inskeep, Steve – Imperfect Union: How Jessie and John Fremont Mapped the West, Invented Celebrity, and Helped the Cause the Civil War
Moorehead, Caroline – A House in the Mountains: The Women Who Liberated Italy from Fascism
Norton, Mary Beth – 1774: The Long Year of Revolution
Nelson, Megan Kate – The Three-Cornered War: The Union, the Confederacy, and Native Peoples in the Fight for the West

Biography
Chambers, Cassie – Hill Women: Finding Family and a Way Forward in the Appalachian Mountains
Gill, Gillian – Virginia Woolf and the Women Who Shaped Her World
Kimball, Kristin – Good Husbandry: Growing Food, Love, and Family on Essex Farm
Kraus, Dita - Delayed Life: The True Story of the Librarian of Auschwitz
Peres, Dan – As Needed for Pain: A Memoir of Addiction
Zimmerman, Eilene – Smacked: A Story of White-Collar Ambition, Addiction, and Tragedy

Maine Nonfiction
917.4 Maine and Acadia National Park
Large Print
Gerritsen, Tess – The Shape of Night
McCall-Smith, Alexander – The Peppermint Chronicles
McTiernan, Dervla – The Ruin
McTiernan, Dervla – The Scholar
Taylor, Brad – Hunter Killer
Thayer, Nancy – Surfside Sisters

CDs
Cleeves, Ann – The Long Call

DVDs
Kabluey
The Price of Everything
An Understanding Beyond Our Own
Vera 9th season